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Abstract

Congestion on roads is a major problem worldwide. Many roads now have

induction loops implanted into the road surface providing real-time traffic flow

data. These data can be used in a traffic management system to monitor

current traffic flows in a network so that traffic can be directed and managed

efficiently. Reliable short-term forecasting and monitoring models of traffic

flows are crucial for the success of any traffic management system.

Traffic flow data are invariably multivariate so that the flows of traffic up-

stream and downstream of a particular data collection site S in the network

are very informative about the flows at site S. Despite this, most of the short-

term forecasting models of traffic flows are univariate and consider the flow at

site S in isolation. In this paper we use a Bayesian graphical dynamic model

called the Linear Multiregression Dynamic Model (LMDM) for forecasting traf-

fic flow. An LMDM is a multivariate model which uses a graph in which the

nodes represent time series of flows at the various data collection sites, and the

links between nodes represent the conditional independence and causal struc-

ture between flows at different sites. All computation in LMDMs is performed

locally, so that model computation is always simple, even for arbitrarily com-

plex road networks. This allows the model to work in real-time, as required by

any traffic management system. LMDMs are also non-stationary and can read-

ily accommodate changes in traffic flows. This is an essential property for any

model for use with traffic management systems where series often exhibit tem-

porary changes due to congestion or accidents, for example. Finally, LMDMs

are often easily interpretable by non-statisticians, making them easy-to-use

and understand.

The paper will focus on the problem of forecasting traffic flows in two

separate motorway networks in the UK.
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1 Introduction

Congestion is a major problem on many roads worldwide. Congestion has serious con-

sequences, including environmental and health problems caused by vehicle emissions and

economic problems due to the costs to road users (both in time and money) caused by

longer and unreliable journey times. Many roads now have induction loops implanted into

the road surface providing real-time traffic flow data. These data can be used as part

of a traffic management system to monitor traffic flows and reduce congestion by taking

actions, such as imposing variable speed limits or diverting traffic onto alternative routes.

Reliable short-term forecasting and monitoring models of traffic flows are crucial for the

success of any such traffic management system.

Several different techniques have been used to produce short-term forecasts of traffic

flows, including ARIMA-type models (Williams and Hoel, 2003; Lee and Fambro, 1999);

generalised linear models (Chang and Miaou, 1999); nonparametric statistical methods

(Davis and Nihan, 1991; Smith et al., 2002); neural networks (Dougherty and Cobbett,

1997; Zhang, 2000; Yasdi, 1999); dynamic neural networks (Chen and Grant-Muller, 2001);

state space models (Whittaker et al., 1997; Stathopoulos and Karlaftis, 2003); dynamic

hierarchical regression models (Tebaldi et al., 2002); and STARIMA models (Kamarianakis

and Prastacos, 2005).

The flows of traffic upstream and downstream of a particular data collection site S

in the network are very informative about the flows at site S. Despite this, most of the

short-term forecasting models of traffic flow consider the flow at site S in isolation. Some

models do make use of traffic flow at other data collection sites in the network by using

their lagged values when modelling the flow at site S (Tebaldi et al., 2002; Kamarianakis

and Prastacos, 2005; Stathopoulos and Karlaftis, 2003). Whittaker et al., (1997) and

Sun et al. (2006) additionally use conditional independence so that only lagged flows of

adjacent data collection sites are required in their models. With all these models, the lags

used depend on the expected time it takes vehicles to travel between sites. For example, if

it is expected to take one minute to travel from a particular upstream site S1 to S, then the

flow at S1 at lag 1 would be used in the model to forecast 1-minute flows at S. However,
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the distance between sites may be such that vehicles are counted at a number of different

sites during the same time period, as is the case in this paper, Whitlock and Queen (2000)

and Queen et al. (2007). In this case the flow at site S1 at lag 0 is useful for forecasting the

flow at site S. The models used in this paper, Whitlock and Queen (2000) and Queen et

al. (2007), not only use traffic flows at upstream sites for modelling site S and conditional

independence to reduce the number of upstream sites included in the model, but, unlike

other models, also allow the inclusion of flows from other data collection sites at lag 0.

This paper follows Whitlock and Queen (2000) and Queen et al. (2007) in using

graphical dynamic models for forecasting traffic flows. In particular, the Linear Multire-

gression Dynamic Model (LMDM) is used. Using information regarding how traffic flows

through a network, an LMDM uses a graph (see, for example, Cowell et al., 1999) to

represent the conditional independence and causal structure across the traffic flow time

series. This graph provides a simple and useful pictorial representation of the relation-

ships between flows at different sites. It is also used to break the multivariate forecasting

problem into separate (conditional) univariate dynamic models (West and Harrison, 1997).

Consequently, LMDMs are computationally simple, no matter how complex the network

is that is being modelled. Thus the model can work in real-time, as required by any traffic

management system.

LMDMs are non-stationary and can readily accommodate changes in traffic flows.

This is an essential property for any model for use with traffic management systems

where series often exhibit sudden changes occurring in response to congestion, road traffic

accidents or adverse weather conditions. It is during these periods of change when a

traffic management system is, in fact, of most use. As a consequence, any good model

for short-term forecasting of traffic flows needs to be dynamic, and models which assume

stationarity, such as ARIMA, will not be generally flexible enough for most networks.

Although neural networks can accommodate sudden changes in traffic flow, the neural

network needs to be trained to model each specific change, making the models impractical

for everyday real-time use for many networks. It is simple to model any changes in traffic

flows using LMDMs by using established intervention techniques for univariate dynamic

models. Further, the graphical structure of the model means that fewer interventions
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are required, since the graph automatically propagates a model change at a single site to

other affected sites downstream in the network. What’s more, assessing the intervention

required is often also simpler because intervention parameters are often only required for

individual series at the source of the problem. The use of intervention for this class of

model is investigated in detail in Queen and Albers (2008). The graphical structure of the

model also means that changes in the network as a whole, both temporary (due to road

works, for example) and permanent (due to changes to road layout, for example), can be

accommodated whilst retaining much of the original model information.

An added bonus when using LMDMs to model traffic flows, is that model parame-

ters are often interpretable and easily understandable. This is because the possible traffic

routes in the network are used to derive the graph and, in turn, the model. As a con-

sequence, specialist statistical knowledge is not usually required when interpreting the

model, which is particularly helpful when intervention is required. Thus the models are

easy-to-use and understandable for non-statisticians.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the two particular road networks

which are the focus of the paper. Section 3 gives a brief overview of LMDMs. Section 4

demonstrates how a traffic network can be represented by a directed acyclic graph and

Section 5 outlines the general form of the LMDM used for forecasting traffic networks. In

Section 6 the powerful forecasting technique of intervention is addressed. Finally, Section 7

provides a discussion of the use of the LMDM for forecasting traffic networks and ideas

for future research in the area.

2 The traffic networks

This paper focuses on forecasting vehicle counts at two separate motorway networks in the

UK: the M25/A2/A282 intersection east of London, and the M60/M62/M602 intersection

west of Manchester. Figure 1 shows aerial photographs of the two junctions.

The traffic data are in the form of counts of vehicles passing over induction loops in

the road surface at a number of data collection sites in each network. Diagrams of the two

intersections showing the layout of the data collection sites are given in Figure 2. Each

network is such that traffic flows into the network, through a number of data collection
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Aerial photographs of the junctions of interest (taken from Google Maps): (a)
M25/A2/A282 junction and (b) M60/M62/M602 junction.

sites, and then out of the network. During normal conditions it will only take a few

minutes for a vehicle to traverse each network.

The data collected for the M25/A2/A282 junction is in the form of hourly counts of

the number of vehicles passing each data collection point, whereas for the M60/M62/M602

junction the data are minute counts. In this paper, the M60/M62/M602 junction minute

data are aggregated into hourly data. Using hourly data for both networks will enable

the proposed methodology to be tested on two separate networks. Using hourly data also

allows a slightly simpler situation to be modelled in that the effects of everyday congestion

do not need to be accommodated into the model as well (Kirby et al., 1997). It is hoped

that the model developed for hourly data will form the basis of a suitable model for shorter

time periods.

Figure 3 shows time series plots for a typical week for the two junctions. Both plots

clearly show the daily pattern of vehicle counts, with peaks in the morning and evening

rush hours. What’s more, it can be clearly seen that the daily pattern is different on
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Diagrams showing the layout of data collection sites used in (a) the
M25/A2/A282 junction and (b) the M60/M62/M602 junction. The grey diamonds in
(a) are the data collection sites, each of which is numbered. The white arrows in (a) indi-
cate the direction of traffic flow on each part of the network. In (b) the data collection sites
are indicated by circles on the diagram, but for clarity the individual data collection sites
are not specifically numbered and the direction of flow is indicated only at entrance/exit
points. In (b) missing data are indicated with a darker grey circle.

a weekday than it is at the weekend. What is not so obvious from the plots but is

apparent after further investigation (using component analysis), is that the daily pattern

for Mondays and Fridays is also different to the pattern for Tuesdays to Thursdays. For

clarity when presenting the model and results, only traffic flows for Tuesday–Thursday

each week are considered here, so that all data follow the same daily pattern.

Vehicles pass through several data collection sites on their route through the network.

Thus traffic flows at sites upstream and downstream to a particular site S are highly

informative about the flows at site S. What’s more, because hourly data are considered

and it only takes a matter of minutes to travel through either network in normal traffic

conditions, most vehicles are counted at a number of different sites during the same time

period. Thus vehicle counts at sites upstream and downstream to S are informative about
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(a) M25/A2/A282 junction (b) M60/M62/M602 junction

Flow at site 167: week 1 Flow at site 1437A: 1–7 May 2006

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

Figure 3: Plot of time series for a typical week for (a) the M25/A2/A282 junction and (b)
the M60/M62/M602 junction.

the vehicle count at S in the same time period. The model developed in this paper

for forecasting the vehicle counts across the network makes use of this. The model is

a graphical dynamic model called the Linear Multiregression Dynamic Model (LMDM)

and, through the use of conditional independence, uses information about the forecasts of

vehicle counts at adjacent upstream sites to site S when forecasting vehicle counts at S.

The LMDM is introduced in a little more detail in the next section.

3 Linear multiregression dynamic models

This section provides a brief overview of the LMDM. For a full account of the model, see

Queen & Smith (1993).

Consider a multivariate time series Y t = (Yt(1), . . . , Yt(n))T . Suppose that the series

is ordered and that the same conditional independence and causal structure is defined

across the series through time, so that at each time t = 1, 2, . . ., we have

Yt(i)⊥⊥{{Yt(1), . . . , Yt(i − 1)} \pa(Yt(i))} |pa(Yt(i)) for i = 2, . . . n

which reads “Yt(i) is independent of {Yt(1), . . . , Yt(i − 1)} \pa(Yt(i)) given pa(Yt(i))” (Dawid,

1979), where the notation “\” reads “excluding” and pa(Yt(i)) ⊆ {Yt(1), . . . , Yt(i − 1)}.

Each variable in the set pa(Yt(i)) is called a parent of Yt(i) and Yt(i) is known as a child

of each variable in the set pa(Yt(i)). Any series for which pa(Yt(·)) = ∅ is known as a root

node and is listed before any children in the ordered series Y t.
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The conditional independence relationships at each time point t can be represented

by a DAG, where there is a directed arc to Yt(i) from each of its parents in pa(Yt(i)).

To illustrate, Figure 4 shows a DAG for five time series at time t, where pa(Yt(2)) = ∅,

pa(Yt(3)) = {Yt(1)}, pa(Yt(4)) = {Yt(1), Yt(3)} and pa(Yt(5)) = {Yt(2), Yt(4)}. Note that

both Yt(1) and Yt(2) are root nodes.

Figure 4: DAG representing five time series at time t.

As Yt(i) is independent of {Yt(1), . . . , Yt(i−1)}\pa(Yt(i)) given pa(Yt(i)), a forecasting

model for Yt(i) need only depend on pa(Yt(i)), rather than all the series at time t. An

LMDM uses this idea and models the multivariate time series by n separate univariate

models – for Yt(1) and Yt(i)|pa(Yt(i)), i = 2, . . . , n. Explicitly, denoting the information

available at time t by Dt, an LMDM has the following system equation and n observation

equations for all times t = 1, 2, . . ..

Observation equations: Yt(i) = F t(i)
⊤θt(i) + vt(i), vt(i) ∼ N(0, Vt(i)), 1 ≤ i ≤ n

System equation: θt = Gtθt−1 + wt, wt ∼ N(0, Wt)

Initial Information: (θ0 |D0) ∼ N(m0, C0).

The vector F t(i) contains the parents pa(Yt(i)) and possibly other known variables (which

may include Y1(i), . . . , Yt−1(i) and pa(Y1(i)), . . . ,pa(Yt−1(i))); θt(i) is the parameter vector

for Yt(i); Vt(1), . . . Vt(n) are the scalar observation variances; θ⊤
t = (θt(1)⊤, . . . ,θt(n)⊤);

and the matrices Gt, Wt and C0 are all block diagonal. The error vectors, v⊤
t = (vt(1), . . . , vt(n))

and w⊤
t = (wt(1)⊤, . . . ,wt(n)⊤), are such that vt(1), . . . , vt(n) and wt(1), . . . ,wt(n) are

mutually independent and {vt, wt}t≥1 are mutually independent with time.

For those series with parents, each univariate model in the LMDM is simply a regression

DLM with the parents as linear regressors. For root nodes, any suitable univariate DLM
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may be used. For example, consider the DAG in Figure 4. As Yt(1) and Yt(2) are both

root nodes, each of these series can be modelled separately in an LMDM using any suitable

univariate DLMs. Yt(3), Yt(4) and Yt(5) all have parents and so these would be modelled

by (separate) univariate regression DLMs with the single regressor Yt(1) for Yt(3)’s model,

the two regressors Yt(1) and Yt(3) for Yt(4)’s model and the two regressors Yt(2) and Yt(4)

for Yt(5)’s model.

As long as θt(1), θt(2), . . . ,θt(n) are mutually independent a priori, each θt(i) can be

updated separately in closed form from Yt(i)’s (conditional) univariate model. A forecast

for Yt(1) and the conditional forecasts for Yt(i)|pa(Yt(i)), i = 2, . . . , n, can also be found

separately using established DLM results (see West and Harrison (1997) for details). For

example, in the context of the DAG in Figure 4, forecasts can be found separately (using

established DLM results) for

Yt(1), Yt(2), Yt(3)|Yt(1), Yt(4)|Yt(1), Yt(3) and Yt(5)|Yt(2), Yt(4).

The joint one-step ahead forecast distribution of Y t can then be expressed as the product

of Yt(1)’s forecast distribution and the individual univariate conditional forecast distribu-

tions, Yt(i) |pa(Yt(i)), i = 2, . . . , n. Even though regression is linear so that each of the

univariate forecast distributions for Yt(1) and Yt(i) |pa(Yt(i)), i = 2, . . . , n, is Gaussian,

these models can yield highly non-Gaussian joint forecast distributions. As such, they are

analogous to non time series graphical models in that although the sub-problems can be

fairly simple to work with (in this case univariate DLMs), the joint distribution can be

highly complex (Cowell et al., 1999).

The values for Yt(i) and pa(Yt(i)) are, of course, observed simultaneously. So, although

individual (conditional) forecasts of Yt(i)|pa(Yt(i)), i = 2, . . . , n, are easily obtained from

established DLM results, the marginal forecast for each Yt(i), without conditioning on the

values of its parents, is in fact required. Unfortunately, the marginal forecast distributions

for Yt(i), i = 2, . . . , n, will not generally be of a simple form. However, (under quadratic

loss), the mean and variance of the marginal forecast distributions for Yt(i), i = 2, . . . , n,

are adequate for forecasting purposes, and these can be calculated. So, returning to the

context of the DAG in Figure 4, this means that the marginal forecast means and variances
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for Yt(3), Yt(4) and Yt(5) need to be calculated. Note that as Yt(1) and Yt(2) do not have

any parents, their marginal forecasts have already been calculated from DLM theory.

For calculating the marginal forecast variance for Yt(i), the marginal forecast covari-

ance matrix for pa(Yt(i)) is required. Returning to the example DAG in Figure 4 to

illustrate, this means that the marginal forecast variance of Yt(5), for example, requires

the forecast covariance for Yt(2) and Yt(4), without conditioning on either of their parents

Yt(1) and Yt(3) — that is, the marginal covariance of Yt(2) and Yt(4). Queen et al. (2008)

present a simple algebraic form for calculating these marginal forecast covariances.

It is important to note that whereas two DAGs may exhibit the same conditional in-

dependence statements, they can yield quite different LMDMs. For example, consider the

two DAGs in Figure 5. In both DAGs At⊥⊥Ct |Bt. However, they would yield quite dif-

ferent LMDMs. For LMDMs, the DAG needs to represent the conditional independence

structure related to causality, so that (following Wermuth & Lauritzen, 1990) variables

which are hypothesized to be causally linked should be connected by a directed arc follow-

ing the direction of causation. Queen and Albers (2008) show how the use of intervention

in the LMDM (see Section 6) is a powerful tool for identifying the causal structure of a

multivariate time series.

Figure 5: Two directed acyclic graphs both representing At⊥⊥Ct |Bt, but yielding different
Linear Multiregression Dynamic Models.

4 Representing a traffic network by a DAG

Queen et al. (2007) describes in detail how a DAG can be elicited to represent the

M25/A2/A282 traffic time series. The basic ideas, which apply to any traffic network, will

be described here. For full details, see Queen et al. (2007).

Road traffic networks are basically a series of junctions of two types: forks and joins.

A fork is illustrated in Figure 6(a), in which vehicles from data collection site S1 move to

sites S2 and S3. A join is illustrated in Figure 6(b), in which traffic from two sites, S4 and
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S5, merge to site S6.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: The two basic junctions found in road traffic networks: (a) a fork and (b) a join.
In each diagram, the arrows denote the direction of travel and the grey diamonds are the
data collection sites.

Let Yt(Si) be the count at site Si at hour t so that Yt(Si) ∼ Po(µt(Si)). In Figure 6(a),

traffic from S1 only flows to S2 and S3. So Yt(S1) should be (approximately) equal to the

sum of Yt(S2) and Yt(S3). It is therefore possible to define the conditional distribution

Yt(S2)|Yt(S1) ∼ Bi(Yt(S1), αt)

where αt = µt(S2)/µt(S1), the proportion of traffic flowing from S1 to S2. The traffic

counts Yt(· · · ) are, in general, large so that this binomial distribution can be approximated

to normality so that the conditional distribution for Yt(S2)|Yt(S1) is normal with mean

αtYt(S1). Thus a DAG would have Yt(S1) as a parent of Yt(S2) and the observation

equation for Yt(S2) in the LMDM would be of the form

Yt(S2) = αtYt(S1) + vt(S1), vt(S1) ∼ N(0, Vt(S1)).

Conditional on Yt(S1) and Yt(S2), Yt(S3) should be (approximately) equal to Yt(S1)

minus Yt(S2). In this case, Yt(S3) has parents Yt(S1) and Yt(S2) in a DAG, and, in the

terminology of the WinBUGS software (http://www.mrc-bsu.cam.ac.uk/bugs/), Yt(S3) is

a logical variable denoted by an double oval in the DAG. The resulting DAG is given in

Figure 7.

Approximating Yt(S1)’s Poisson distribution to normality gives the LMDM observation
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Figure 7: DAG representing the fork junction given in Figure 6(a).

equations
Yt(S1) = µt(S1) + vt(S1), vt(S1) ∼ N(0, Vt(S1)),

Yt(S2) = αtYt(S1) + vt(S2), vt(S2) ∼ N(0, Vt(S2)),

Yt(S3) = Yt(S1) − Yt(S2).

(4.1)

Note that although the observation equations are algebraically the same for each time

t, the actual parameters, µt(S1) and αt, will vary depending on which hour of the day

t is. For example, if time t is the hour 1:00-2:00 a.m. when roads are (usually) quiet,

µt(S1) will be quite small, but if time t is the hour 8:00-9:00 a.m. during the morning

rush hour, µt(S1) will be much larger. The time plots shown in Figure 3 are for two root

nodes in the networks. It is clear how the µt parameters for these series depend on the

hour t. On the other hand, the parameter vector αt represents the proportion of traffic

flowing from the associated parent to the child and is affected by changing routes during

the day. For example, the proportion of traffic leaving at a particular motorway exit may

be high during the morning rush hour, but low during the evening rush hour when drivers

are returning home. An illustration of how αt varies during the day is given in Figure 8,

which shows plots of the hourly proportion over several days of traffic flowing from (a)

site 167 to site 170a in the M25/A2/A282 network and (b) site 1437A to site 1441A in

the M60/M62/M602 network.

For the join junction in Figure 6(b), all traffic from S4 and S5 flow to S6. So, Yt(S6)

should be (approximately) equal to the sum of Yt(S4) and Yt(S5), so that Yt(S6) is a

logical variable. This is represented by the DAG given in Figure 9.

Approximating Yt(S4) and Yt(S5)’s Poisson distributions to normality gives the LMDM
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(a) M25/A2/A282 junction (b) M60/M62/M602 junction

Proportion from site 167 to site 170a Proportion from site 1437A to site 1441A
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Figure 8: Plots of the hourly proportion of traffic flowing from (a) site 167 to site 170a
in the M25/A2/A282 network and (b) site 1437A to site 1441A in the M60/M62/M602
network.

Figure 9: DAG representing the join junction given in Figure 6(b).

observation equations

Yt(S4) = µt(S4) + vt(S4), vt(S4) ∼ N(0, Vt(S4)),

Yt(S5) = µt(S5) + vt(S5), vt(S5) ∼ N(0, Vt(S5)),

Yt(S6) = Yt(S4) + Yt(S5).

(4.2)

Once again, although the observation equations are algebraically the same for each time

t, the actual parameters will vary depending on which hour of the day t is.

By using these ideas for each fork and join, A DAG and LMDM can be elicited for an

entire network.

Although traffic networks are simply a series of forks and joins, unfortunately not every

fork and join always has data collection sites for each entry and each exit. This is the

case for the M25/A2/A282 junction. For example, in Figure 2(a), consider site 160 which

counts vehicles exiting the northbound carriageway of the M25. Directly after site 160
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there is a fork with no data collection sites. There are also no sites on the roundabout at

Junction 2. Eliciting a suitable DAG for cases such as this is a little more complicated

and is fully described in Queen et al. (2007).

4.1 Missing data

Missing data are a common problem for traffic networks. Data collection sites can be

broken or simply not commissioned leading to short- or long-term missing measurements

for a site. Although it is important that any model for a traffic management system

can continue to produce accurate forecasts when faced with missing data, few models

developed so far can do so. In contrast, missing data are not a huge problem for LMDMs.

If a data collection site is missing some measurements, but otherwise working, follow-

ing West and Harrison (1997), the missing data can be accommodated in the LMDM

simply by not updating posteriors for any time periods for which data are missing.

The M60/M62/M602 network has problems with missing data of this sort whereas the

M25/A2/A282 network does not.

For data collection sites for which all data are missing, since the models are Bayesian,

any missing data can be treated as an unknown parameter. Whitlock and Queen (2000)

showed how MCMC techniques could be used to forecast in the M25/A2/A282 junction

where there are no data for several data collection sites. However, because the missing

sites are at the edges of the network, there is no way of assessing how well these techniques

worked at the missing sites. The M60/M62/M602 junction is different, in that the missing

sites are in the centre of the network represented by logical variables. It is thus simple to

produce forecasts for the missing sites, and sites further downstream, without resorting

to numerical techniques. The quality of the forecasts at the missing data sites can be

assessed to a certain extent by assessing the quality of the forecasts of downstream sites.

An alternative approach for the M25/A2/A282 junction was used in Queen et al.

(2007). In that paper, any site for which there are no data is treated as if they are

simply not there. Using this technique means that some forks and joins do not have

data collection sites for each entry and each exit. As mentioned earlier, this does make

elicitation of the DAG a little less straightforward. However, it does have the advantage
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that model evaluation is easier as forecasts are made only for series which are observed.

The DAG shown in this paper representing the M25/A2/A282 junction was elicited using

this method.

The DAGs elicited for the two networks are given in Figures 10 and 11. Even with

data collection sites with no data, the M60/M62/M602 junction is simply a series of forks

and joins, and elicitation of its DAG is straightforward following the methods outlined

earlier. The missing data in the M25/A2/A282 junction cause more of a problem and in

fact cause the DAG to separate into two parts and even cause some nodes to be totally

disconnected from the rest of the DAG. For full details regarding the elicitation of the

DAG representing the M25/A2/A282 junction, see Queen et al. (2007). In the DAG of

Figure 10, the two variables Z1 and Z2 are simply logical functions of their parents created

to overcome problems of collinearity (caused by the missing data), and are not important

in this paper.

Figure 10: DAG representing the M25/A2/A282 junction.

5 Using the LMDM for forecasting in the traffic networks

The form of the LMDM observation equations for observed forks and joins (as shown in

Figure 6) are given in equations 4.1 and 4.2. In general, the observation equations have

the following forms:
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Figure 11: DAG representing the M60/M62/M602 junction.

For Yt(Si) with no parents:

Yt(Si) = µt(Si) + vt(Si), vt(Si) ∼ N(0, Vt(Si)). (5.1)

For Yt(Si) with parents:

Yt(Si) = αtpa(Yt(Si)) + vt(Si), vt(Si) ∼ N(0, Vt(Si)), (5.2)

where pa(Yt(Si)) is the vector of Yt(Si)’s parents and αt is a vector of parameters, each of

which represents the proportion (which may equal 1) of traffic flowing from the associated

parent to Yt(Si).
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To account for the seasonality exhibited by each Yt(Si) for those series without parents,

a seasonal factor model will be used. This is preferred to a Fourier model here as it is

easier to interpret and thus simplifies intervention. For the M25/A2/A28 junction, full-

form Fourier models were found to give identical mean squared errors, and reduced form

Fourier models performed less well. The seasonal effects approach is not used as there is

no obvious typical value to estimate or obvious advantage to using this approach.

To use a seasonal factor model for equation 5.1, define a separate level parameter

for each hour of the day, so that µ
(1)
t

(Si) represents the level parameter for hour 1 at

time t (ie 00:00–01:00), µ
(2)
t

(Si) represents the level parameter for hour 2 at time t (ie

01:00–02:00), and so on. Suppose for simplicity that t is the hour 00:00–01:00. Define

µt(Si)⊤ = (µ
(1)
t

(Si), . . . , µ
(24)
t

(Si)), then Yt(Si)’s observation equation can be written as

Yt(Si) = F⊤
t µt(Si) + vt(Si), vt(Si) ∼ N(0, Vt(Si)),

where F⊤
t = (1, 0, . . . , 0).

Time t + 1 is hour 2 (ie 01:00–02:00) requiring

µt+1(Si)⊤ = (µ
(2)
t+1(Si), . . . , µ

(24)
t+1 (Si), µ

(1)
t+1(Si)).

In order to ‘cycle’ through the hour parameters at each time as required, the system

equation has the form

µt+1(Si) = Gµt(Si) + wt+1(Si), wt+1(Si) ∼ N(0, Wt+1(Si))

where

G =











0 1 0 · · · 0
0 0 1 · · · 0
...

. . . 1
1 0 · · · · · · 0











. (5.3)

Using this model essentially links the current hour parameter with the parameter for the

corresponding hour the previous day.

An alternative model which has been found to perform slightly better, is to link the

current hour parameter (hour t + 1) with the parameter for the previous hour (hour t),

as well as the parameter for the corresponding hour the previous day (hour t + 1 − 24),
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giving, for a ∈ [0, 1],

G =











a 1 − a 0 · · · 0
0 0 1 · · · 0
...

. . . 1
1 0 · · · · · · 0











.

The optimal value of a for the M25/A2/A282 network was found to be 0.01.

To account for the seasonality displayed by the α parameters in equation 5.2, a separate

proportion parameter is defined for each hour of the day. Assume for clarity of presentation

that Yt(Si) only has one single parent. As before, suppose that time t is hour 1. Then

define α⊤
t = (α

(1)
t

, . . . , α
(24)
t

), so that equation 5.2 can be written in the form

Yt(Si) = F⊤
t αt + vt(Si), vt(Si) ∼ N(0, Vt(Si))

where F⊤
t = (pa(Yt(Si)), 0, . . . , 0). In order to ‘cycle’ through the hour parameters at each

time t as required, the system equation has the form

αt+1 = Gαt + wt+1, wt+1 ∼ N(0, Wt+1)

where, once again, G is given by (5.3). Thus the current hour parameter is again linked

with the parameter for the corresponding hour of the previous day.

The value of the observation variances Vt(Si) can be estimated on-line using standard

DLM variance learning techniques (see for example West and Harrison (1997), Section 2.5)

and the evolution variances Wt+1 can be estimated using established DLM discounting

techniques (see for example West and Harrison (1997), Section 2.4)

Obviously the LMDM assumes a linear relationship between parent and child. Two

typical plots of parent versus child are shown in Figure 12, demonstrating that this is not

an unreasonable assumption for these two networks.

6 Intervention

Traffic time series often exhibit sudden changes due to such events as road works or adverse

weather conditions, and it is essential that any forecasting model can accommodate such

changes. In the LMDM this is done using established intervention techniques developed

for univariate DLMs (Harrison and Stevens, 1976; West and Harrison, 1986, 1989, 1997).
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Figure 12: Plots of (a) parent Yt(167) against its child Yt(170A) for the M25/A2/A282
junction and (b) parent Yt(1437A) against its child Yt(1441A) for the M60/M62/M602
junction.

Intervention is a very powerful forecasting tool for the LMDM. The graphical structure of

the LMDM means that any intervention at a particular site automatically propagates to

other sites downstream in the network. Because of this, fewer interventions are generally

required and interventions are also simpler to assess since intervention is only usually

required for individual series at the source of the problem.

Intervention in the LMDM usually works as follows. Consider the observation equa-

tions for series with and without parents given in equations 5.1 and 5.2. The observation

equation for an individual Yt(Si) can then be written generically as

Yt(Si) = F⊤
t θt + vt, vt ∼ N(0, Vt),

where F t is a function of pa(Yt(Si)) if Yt(Si) has parents, otherwise F⊤
t = (1, 0, . . . , 0),

and θt is αt(Si) if Yt(Si) has parents, otherwise θt is µt(Si). Intervention for Yt(Si) in the

LMDM then involves manipulating Yt(Si)’s observation equation so that

Yt(Si) = F⊤
t θt + ht + vt, vt ∼ (0, Vt + Ht)

for some vector ht and matrix Ht. The system equation for the above θ parameter for

Yt(Si) can be written generically as

θt = Gtθt−1 + wt, wt ∼ N(0, Wt).
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(a)Yt(167) without intervention (b)Yt(167) with intervention
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Figure 13: Plots of the one-step forecast errors (solid line) and ±1.96 forecast standard de-
viations (dotted lines) obtained using the Linear Multiregression Dynamic Model between
times 500 and 580 for Yt(167). The plot on the left shows the forecast errors obtained
without intervention and that on the right shows the forecast errors following intervention
for Y561(167). The observations at times 560 and 561 are circled for each series in each
plot.

When intervening for θt, the system equation is manipulated so that

θt = G∗
t θt−1 + wt, wt ∼ (0, W ∗

t )

for suitable matrices G∗
t and W ∗

t .

Queen et al. (2007) and Queen and Albers (2008) demonstrate how effective in-

tervention is for improving forecast performance when forecasting vehicle counts in the

M25/A2/A282 network. For illustration, one of the interventions used for the M25/A2/A282

network presented in Queen and Albers (2008) will be discussed briefly here. Figure 13(a)

shows a plot of the one-step forecast errors together with the ±1.96 forecast standard

deviation error bars for Yt(167) between times 500 and 580. At time 560 (07.00-08.00 on

Thursday week 8) there is an unusually large negative forecast error, followed by an un-

usually large positive forecast error. The forecast errors for times 560 and 561 are circled

on the plot. The same pattern of forecast errors is also evident at sites downstream from

site 167, such as 168, 170A or 170B, but not at other sites, such as site 169.

Following the unexpectedly large negative forecast error at time 560, intervention was

used for Yt(167) at time 561 as follows. The observation y560(167) was unexpected and so

was treated simply as an outlier. During the following time period (t = 561), as the road

blockage clears and vehicles start moving, the delayed vehicles (from the previous hour)

are expected to pass site 167, in addition to the vehicles that arrive during hour t = 561.
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The expected number of cars delayed from hour 560 is e560(167) = f560(167) − y560(167),

where f560(167) is the one-step forecast (at time 559) for Y560(167). The observation error

variance is also increased by 10,000 at time 561 to allow for increased uncertainty and to

allow the model to adapt to the change rapidly. The value of 10,000 was chosen so that the

observation variance at the time of intervention is approximately 50% larger than before

the intervention. (Incidentally, the MSE is fairly robust to the choice of how much the

observation variance should increase to at intervention.) Thus intervention adjusts the

observation equation at hour 561 so that for t = 561,

Yt(167) = F t(167)⊤θt(167) + et−1(167) + vt(167), vt(167) ∼ N(0, Vt(167) + 10000).

The effects of intervening for Y561(167) on the one-step ahead forecasts can be clearly

seen in Figure 13(b). The intervention not only improves the one-step forecast error for

Y561(167), but it also improves the one-step forecast error for downstream sites. On the

other hand, the intervention for Y561(167) has no affect on the one-step forecast error of

other sites, such as 169, which are not downstream from 167.

7 Discussion

Queen et al. (2007) illustrated the model’s performance for forecasting hourly traffic flows

for the M25/A2/A282 network over a time period of 14 weeks of consecutive Tuesdays,

Wednesdays and Thursdays. The first two weeks of data were used to create initial priors

for the model’s parameters. One-step forecast errors, both with and without the inter-

vention at t = 561 (see Section 6 and Figure 13), were used to compute mean squared

errors. Since these mean squared errors are not robust with respect to outliers, median

squared errors were computed as well. These were compared to those when running uni-

variate DLM’s for all the nodes, and thus ignoring the multivariate nature of the network.

Using the LMDM provides, in general, better results than using univariate DLM’s, and

after the intervention at t = 561 the median squared error of Yt(561) (over the 12-week

forecasting period) and its direct descendants reduces by a further 1% to 5%. Queen and

Albers (2008) demonstrate that the model’s performance may also be improved by using

intervention in the parameters of the system equation.
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For the M60/M62/M602 network, we do not have complete results yet (work in

progress), but initial work suggests that similar performance improvements can be at-

tained by implementing the LMDM. Some stretches in this network contain more than

one traffic counting station (see Figure 2). We can use this information to improve our

model by estimating how much of the forecasting error is due to measurement errors in

the counting devices.

As part of future research, we aim to compare our model’s performance with other

methods, such as neural networks and ARIMA methods. At the moment, comparison

has only been done with univariate DLMs. (The natural model to compare the LMDM’s

performance with is a standard multivariate DLM. However, this model gives very unnat-

ural results due to the high correlation between the series, which affects the underlying

algorithm’s precision.) An important advantage of the LMDM is that intervention will

automatically carry through to descendant nodes, whereas alternative methods usually

require more complicated work to carry out an intervention.

A second topic for future research is to study the distributional assumptions in the

LMDM. At the moment, we have implemented the ‘standard DLM assumptions’ such as

using normal priors for parameters. Since many parameters are proportion parameters, it

seems natural to model a beta prior for them. Also, since the data are essentially counts,

there might be a gain in performance if variance laws are used to allow the errors to be

modelled by a Poisson distribution.
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